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This year 2015 will be stressful for Mithun rashi people. Family troubles, marital conflicts,
property hassles and health issues will make this year an anxious one. A lot of patience and
perseverance will be required to go through the travails of 2015. Such testing times come once
in eighteen years and bring remarkable long term changes in all sectors of life. 

  
HEALTH:  Health prospects for 2015 for Gemini or Mithun moon sign born people:

The transit of Saturn in the house of diseases will not be good for health for Mithun rashi people
in 2015. They are very vulnerable to be affected by problems of kidneys, pancreas and nervous
system this year. Also, they have high chances of suffering from psychological ailments like
anxiety and depression.

Gemini moon sign people should be extra careful about their health in 2015. Their health
problems are more likely to increase in the first two months of 2015. Then, again in May, June
and November special attention to health will be required.

JOB: Job prospects for 2015 for Gemini or Mithun moon sign born people:

Mithun rashi employees will continue to face difficulties and challenges in job in 2015. Their
difficulties have started since July 2014 and will continue through 2015.

Gemini moon sign people will keep on finding the work culture and situation at work very difficult
to adjust with and this can force them to resign from existing jobs all of a sudden. But, they
should have more patience and should not take any hurried decisions regarding their jobs.

There can be a big change in the job scenarios of the Mithun rashi people this year. They may
have to take up work in totally different areas of work or do a very different kind of job in the
same industry.

BUSINESS: Business prospects for 2015 for Gemini or Mithun moon sign born people:
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Entrepreneurs of Mithun rashi will have to change their business strategies drastically to tide
over the difficulties in business in 2015. This is not going to be a good year for business.
Unexpected problems will arrive when one will be least prepared for them. 

But, at the same time, business opportunities will come up which if not utilized promptly will go
out of hand. So, Mithun rashi people should be highly alert about the sudden changes in their
work. Nothing should be planned for long term. Instead, the focus should be on taking up short
term projects.

EDUCATION: Education prospects for 2015 for Gemini or Mithun moon sign born people:

Students of Mithun rashi will have to focus more on their studies in 2015. There will be many
distractions from studies and some distractions will be due to family troubles and bad relations
with teachers and fellow students. 

But, if the Gemini moon sign students work hard and keep themselves away from distractions
they will be able to achieve very good results in their studies. Those who are trying to join
educational institutions away from home should try for that aim in 2015. 

WEALTH: Wealth prospects for 2015 for Gemini or Mithun moon sign born people: 

2015 will be good for investing money and for getting returns from past investments. The first
six months are more favorable in this regards than the second half of this year. 

Expenses will be high due to family troubles and investments in real estate. But, from August
onwards income will increase and the expenses will not feel burdensome.   

REAL ESTATE: Property related prospects for 2015 for Gemini or Mithun moon sign born
people: 

In 2015 real estate can cause a lot of headaches for Mithun rashi people. They should be very
careful while investing in real estate. No such deals should be done without doing proper
homework and research. 

Some other hassles related to property will keep troubling Gemini moon sign people. Such
problems have arisen in the last five months of 2014 and will continue to trouble in 2015 too. 

It is better to not to work too hard to solve these issues as the harder they are focused upon the
more complex they will become. Instead, Mithun rashi people should leave or postpone such
issues for one full year if it is possible. 
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VEHICLE: Prospects related to vehicles for 2015 for Gemini or Mithun moon sign born
people:

The same precautions which have been advised regarding property are applicable to personal
vehicle too for Mithun rashi people. The dissatisfaction from the existing personal vehicle and
the desire to acquire the dream car may motivate them to bite more than they can chew. They
may end up in more trouble than before in this attempt.

So, they should buy a new vehicle only if they really need one. And, this purchase should be
done keeping one's comfortable buying power in mind.  

The best time to buy a new vehicle is in March, June and December 2015. 

In 2015, Mithun rashi people should be extra careful when driving as the chances of vehicular
mishaps are very high. They should also keep their vehicles timely checked and serviced to
avoid being stuck on road due to unexpected problems. 

There are also high chances of getting into legal troubles due to the vehicle. So, proper safety
of the vehicle should be arranged for this year to avoid such problems.

LOVE: Love and Romance prospects for 2015 for Gemini or Mithun moon sign born
people:

A few secret affairs will happen in 2015 and love will be found through social gatherings, family
functions and parties. Food will be the main factor in impressing the loved one this year. Gemini
moon sign people will increase their interest in delicious food in the first half of 2015 to make
their romantic lives spicier.

The second half will make the Mithun rashi people more adventurous in love. All caution will be
thrown to wind and everything will be risked to conquer the heart of the beloved.  

MARRIAGE: Marriage prospects for 2015 for Gemini or Mithun moon sign born people: 

Those who are still single but in stable love relationships may decide to get married in 2015.
This decision may happen in March or April 2015. The actual marriage is more likely to happen
in September, October or December 2015.

The marriage proceedings will not be smooth and some or the other person from family or
friends' circle will openly display unhappiness and dissatisfaction. Mithun rashi people are
advised to not to pay much attention to such complaints. Giving less attention to such hitches
will be a wiser choice to have a peaceful marriage ceremony.

Those who are married and are facing conflicts in married life will find the things going from bad
to worse from August 2015 onwards. It will be wiser to avoid confrontations with the spouse and
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to surrender earlier in case of any flare up of the situation. In marriage, one can win a war by
losing small battles.    

FAMILY: Prospects related to family and relatives for 2015 for Gemini or Mithun moon
sign born people:

Mithun rashi people will try to improve their relations with their family members and relatives in
2015. But, their efforts will go in vain and they will end up making many people in the family
more annoyed than before. One major cause of such increase in conflicts will be Mithun rashi
person's efforts to give more importance to the spouse or the beloved than to the family
members. 

2015 will be marked by unusual strain in the relations with the parents. Also, the health of the
parents will become a great concern at the same time. This will keep the Mithun rashi people in
constant dilemma whether to go to the aid of the parents or not. 

Siblings will start getting more cooperative from August 2015 onwards but the total smoothness
in relations will not be achieved in 2015. 

Children will do well this well this year. They will keep better health in 2015 as compared to
2014. They will excel in their studies and work this year.

TRAVEL: Travel prospects for 2015 for Gemini or Mithun moon sign born people:

Mithun rashi people will have to journey very frequently in 2015. They may have to make a
temporary residence in another city besides the one which they already have. 

2015 is the right year to see the world for Gemini moon sign people. There will be more travels
in the last six months of this year which will be beneficial for work too. 

This year is also a good time to migrate to another nation. So, those who have been planning to
do so must try their best in 2015 to achieve this aim. 

REMEDIES: Jyotish remedies for 2015 for Gemini or Mithun moon sign born people:

Mithun rashi people should avoid using Grey, Red and Black colours in their personal
belongings and clothes in 2015. They should use more of Green, Blue and Pale this year.

In gemstones, the Gemini moon sign people should wear emerald and opal to get most benefits
from favorable planets and to reduce the harms from the negative transit of harmful planets this
year.
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